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Abstract—We present a rule-based programming approach for
Sensor and Actor Networks (SANETs). The developed Rulebased Sensor Network (RSN) system provides network-centric
communication and data processing with a very small footprint of
necessary instructions. Based on the basic mechanism, rules can
be exchanged among participating nodes in order to optimize the
overall system behavior. In particular, we show the feasibility of
data pre-processing mechanisms such as data aggregation as well
as data-centric communication based on rules that are distributed
throughout the entire network. The support of heterogeneous
nodes is inherently integrated in terms of different hardware, e.g.
sensors and actuators, and different data processing algorithms.
RSN has been implemented as a simulation model as well as
for experiments using BTnode sensors with attached sensors and
actuators.

I. I NTRODUCTION

centric operation and control techniques needed in SANETs.
Basically, our rule-based programming approach is the result
from studies in the context of bio-inspired networking –
precisely, in the context of cellular signaling cascades [4].
In the following, we outline the concepts and principles
of RSN. We implemented this system for the simulation
framework OMNeT++ and for the BTnode sensor systems
that we extended to support multiple sensors and actuators
as shown in Figure 1. The main advantages of RSN are the
small footprint of rules and the simple local programming of
nodes – making self-organization possible even in large scale
sensor and actor networks. In particular, this system allows the
quick and heterogeneous reprogramming of (individual) nodes.
Therefore, network-centric optimization of the placement of
computational intensive rules becomes possible.

Sensor and Actor Networks (SANETs) represent a specific
II. RULE - BASED S ENSOR N ETWORK
class of sensor networks enriched with network-inherent actuation facilities [1]. This is provided by actuation devices, which
Inspired by the capabilities of cellular signaling, i.e. the
are often referred to as actors [2]. In addition to requirements specific reaction to received information and the possibility to
known from sensor networks, real-time operation in massively build signaling networks defining complex reaction pattern, we
distributed systems and coordination capabilities on a higher developed a rule-based programming system for application
abstraction layer are necessary. Over the last decade, the need in SANETs. The primary design goals were a small footprint
for network-centric data preprocessing has been identified as to enable the application of RSN on small embedded sysa key challenge due to the observation that communication is tems, easily transferable code, flexibility, and scalability for
much more expensive in terms of energy requirements com- network-wide operations (basically, RSN provides the tools
pared to local processing [2]. This includes communication and concepts but the specific application needs to be designed
constraints for network-wide coordination or, at least, local de- properly as well). The rule-system greatly helps in designing
cision taking strategies that lead to an emergent behavior on a distributed algorithms for use in self-organizing massively
higher abstraction layer. Self-organizing algorithms have been distributed systems. Additionally, RSN was inspired by early
developed relying for example on clustering and aggregation rule-based systems that have been developed in the context of
techniques to improve scalability and network lifetime [3].
active networking solutions. Examples are the mobile object
In this work, we present Rule-based Sensor Network (RSN), system [5] and communicating rules [6].
a system for network-centric operation in SANETs, which
The RSN architecture is depicted in Figure 2. It is based
motivation
- distributed
addresses some of theseRsn
challenging
requirements.
This ap- on data-centric communication, i.e. each message is selfproach provides the building blocks for developing network- describing to allow data-specific handling and processing
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Fig. 1. Demo setup consisting of BTnodes with attached sensor and actuator
hardware; RSN is used for network-centric data processing

without further knowledge, on specific reaction on received
data using a rule-based programming scheme, and on simple
local behavior control provided by state machines controlling the local behavior. Basically, all received messages are
stored in a buffer (source set). Periodically, after a configurable timeout ∆t, all these messages are processed by the
instructions defined by the rules. Every rule has the form
if CONDITION then { ACTION(s) } and selects a
number of messages form the source set according to the condition and applies a (set of) actions to the selected messages.
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Fig. 2. Working behavior of a single RSN node; the rule-set is applied to
received messages, which can be modified, forwarded, etc.

We distinguish the following action categories: rule execution, i.e. operations on the received messages; node control, i.e.
control of the local node behavior (e.g., addition of sensors);
and Debugging, i.e. actions needed for experiment control
without influence on the node behavior. Table I lists the
actions that are currently available in our implementation.
Each action is triggered by a condition based on a set of
message parameters and local variables that reflect the state of
the node. Therefore, each message is specifically encoded to
determine the message attributes. All implemented message
and node attributes as well as the available preprocessing
operations are listed in Table II.
Extensive tests and experiments have been conducted based
on an simulation model for different data aggregation algorithms, probabilistic data communication, and distributed
actuation control [4]. In addition, we completed another implementation for BTnode sensors. The presented demonstration
focuses on the experimental setup using the BTnode systems.
III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
We demonstrate the applicability of RSN in an experimental
setup. First, we explore network-centric data aggregation to
improve the efficiency of probabilistic communication (gossiping) [7]. Secondly, we investigated the capabilities of networkcentric actuation control in SANETs in terms of scalability and
real-time behavior. The demo setup is depicted in Figure 1.
Aggregation as a major building block for efficient and
scalable data communication and preprocessing in SANETs
because communication is much more expensive (in terms of
energy consumption) compared to processing. The following
RSN rule allows to aggregate multiple messages into a more
compact message:
if :count > 1 then {
!send($hopCount := @minimum of $hopCount,
$value := @average of $value);
}

The actuators have an even simpler programming. For
each received message, a THRESHOLD is evaluated and, if
necessary, local actuation is initiated.
if $value > THRESHOLD then {
!actuate($type:=rsnActuatorLightSource,
$value:=@average of $value);
}
!drop;

!sendAll
!actuate
Node control
!ctrlSensor
!ctrlActuator
Debugging
!recordAll

A control message can enable/disable sensors and
update the type field or the sampling frequency
This command controls locally attached actuators
(enable/disable, update type field)
Statistics are recorded: message source, nodespecific message ID, hop count, time, and delay

TABLE I
C URRENTLY IMPLEMENTED ACTIONS

Message attributes
$name
Descriptive name of the message
$type
Type of the message; describes the content
$hopCount
Number of traversed nodes
$priority
Importance factor of this message
$value
Message type specific value
Node attributes
:count
Number of messages in the current working set
:hostName
ID of the current host
:random
Random value for probabilistic decisions
Preprocessing operations
@minimum
Minimum of the selected value
@maximum
Maximum of the selected value
@sum
Sum of the selected value
@average
Average of the selected value
TABLE II
S ELECTED ATTRIBUTES AND OPERATIONS
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